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Numeric Processing 



Lists and range() are inefficient 

 Lists are meant for dynamic creation 

 Can hold values of different types 

 Very flexible, but also quite inefficient 

 

 

 

 

 

 range() creates a list of the specified size 

 Can lead to memory problems 



Numpy provides array capability 

 Arrays in numpy are all of the same type 

 Element-by-element arithmetic operators are overloaded 



Creating and looping 

 xrange() is like range() but without memory impact 



Operations on arrays 

 Can also carry out Boolean operations 



Select indexes with “where” 

 



Web display 



How web applications work 
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Python web server 

 Python comes with a light-weight web server 

 

 

 

 Can use it to serve out static web content 



Creating GIS web content 

 The simplest way to create GIS web content and serve it out: 

 Create GeoJSON data 

 Embed it into JavaScript 

 Serve out the JavaScript 

 Can use Google Maps, ArcServer, OpenLayers, etc. for 

background maps 

 OpenLayers is free and requires no license 

http://openlayers.org/dev/examples/ 

http://openlayers.org/dev/examples/


OpenLayers + static web content 

 Can use Python to create JSON web content 

 Just text 

 GDAL is capable of exporting to JSON 

 Parse the JSON from JavaScript 

 Add as layers 



Example 

 Let us show the 5 most indispensable fire hydrants 

What’s the 

background 

map here? 



Starting with Open Map 
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What coordinate 

system do we 

need? 



Plotting JSON from Open Layers 



Basic JSON template 

 

Points go here 



Coordinate Transformation 

 



Reading JSON over Http 

 In JavaScript: 

 

 

 

 Create the static content using Python 



 



Serving out dynamic web content 

 To serve out dynamic web content, we simply throw away 

the intermediate file 

 Have the request go straight to a script or program 

 The program writes to output, which is then displayed by the 

browser 

 The running program can  be Python (“cgi scripts”) 

 Can take user input in the form of URL parameters 

 Python (CGI in general) tends to be inefficient for dynamic 

web pages 
 Java “Servlets” more common 

 



Homework 

 Create a web-interactive map that shows railway stations in 

the UK 

 Data for railway stations: 

 http://alistairphillips.com/nationalrail/stations.sql 

 Just a text file: parse it to pull in lat,lon of stations 

http://alistairphillips.com/nationalrail/stations.sql
http://alistairphillips.com/nationalrail/stations.sql

